Detecting Wildlife in Uncontrolled Outdoor Video using
Convolutional Neural Networks
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Introduction

Results

Wildlife@Home combines crowd sourcing and
volunteer computing. There is over 100,000
hours of video to analyze, too much to feasibly
go through manually. This is where computer
vision techniques come into play.

After original training of the CNN we had an
accuracy of
• 95% on the training data
• 82% on the test data
• 77% of error on test set were false
positives

Methods

An image of the positive class that contains a
significant area that is of the negative class.

By cropping carefully we can remove the
“bad” part of the image.

Training Data was created by taking
variable sized images and breaking them
down into 32x32 sub-images by a striding
technique. Careful cropping was needed to
minimize misclassified training data.

Prediction images and videos are made by
running the trained CNN over frames from the
video. Initial results showed consistent
misclassification of trees and ground stubble.
This prompted a retraining on a specialized
training set of mostly trees and ground stubble.
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An image is pulled in the top left-hand corner then a
stride is taken to the right and another image is
pulled. Once it reaches the end a row it will go back
to the left side and move down by the stride
amount.
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Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) was trained to
classify between two classes, tern not in frame and
tern in frame.

For increased runtime speed, a parallel algorithm
was developed that utilized all available OpenCL
devices

Runtime Performance Results
Results from running on 56 seconds of video (564 frames) with a
stride of 15 in both directions.

Parallel Runtime Approach

Presence of red pixels from pixel classifier

